CHATTANOOGA GIRL TO BE ENTERTAINED

Miss Charlotte Holmes Patten Visits Schoolmate, Miss Marie Holler.

ANITA BURNS WEDS TONIGHT

Charles Henry Davis, Sr., to Be Married to Totally Eggbeater Church Negress—Wren-Backs Engaged to Accompany.

MISS CHARLOTTE HINES PATTEN

Tops in Miss State Before Event, Will Be Accompanied to Dance with Miss Holler.

An Interesting Wasting Which Will Be Accompanied by One of the Greatest Events of the Evening.

GUARDIAN IS NEEDED

SISTER WANTS W. M. C. BARKER DECLARED INDOUCENT.

With 30, Honestly Executed, It Is Said to Be Sponsoring Interests of $10,000.

Assuming that William C. Barker, Jr., is his brother and has to surrender the papers to the State Department, it is believed that the guardian is needed for the boy.

School Rally Is Held

OPENING OF FALL TERM CELEBRATED AT CHUCKEE.

Mrs. Robert R. Tate Delivers Idea of Highland Superintendent.

To Extend Through City.

School will be held in the gymnasium at the school on September 15th.

ARENA CLUBS PROPOSED

PORTLAND QUESTIONS WILL BE DISCUSSED AT V. M. C. A. Meetings.

Mr. and Mrs. R. N. Nelson and Miss H. M. Nelson.

PARALYTIC MAN PLAINTIFF

Premier Charged With Swindling Inventor of Wreath.

Three other county clerks were present, but none of them were able to say anything in regard to the event.

Why Wait

Authoritative Corset Fashion

is established by the distribution of

Warner's

Rust-Proof Corsets

at the Moler & Frank Store.

NOTE

That with a Warner announcement corset fashion is established.

That it means you can buy the latest Parisian design, cut and made in this country to suit the American woman's figure—as early as the Parisian woman can buy hers.

When a Warner Corset appears it is a standardised style—when fitted it fashionably shapes the figure—when worn it is comfortable, when you discard a Warner, you discard it because you want another Warner—a fresh corset or a new Warner shape. It has held its shape. It is as comfortable as the day you first put it on. This is the Warner story.

To Shape Fashionably

To Fit Comfortably and Net to Rust, Break or Tear

Ask to See the New Styles

$1.00 to $5.00

Every Pair Guaranteed

Warner's Rust-Proof Corsets Sold in Portland Only by

MeinFranks Co.

The Quality Store of Portland

P. M. Curzio, Goo. Instructions.

COUNTY CLERKS OF 15 OREGON COUNTIES, WHO CAME TO PORTLAND TO CONFER WITH INSURANCE COMMISSIONER FERGUSON ABOUT NEW ACCOUNTING SYSTEM.